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STARGROUP ACHIEVES 11th RECORD QUARTER,
WITH 51% GROWTH IN QUARTERLY REVENUE
HIGHLIGHTS


151% increase in quarterly revenue compared to prior year



93% increase in EFTPOS revenue compared to prior quarter



51% increase in total revenue compared to prior quarter



35% increase in ATM revenue compared to prior quarter



3% increase in the average number of active ATMs compared to prior quarter



2% increase on ATM transactions compared to prior quarter

Stargroup Limited (ASX:STL) (“Stargroup” or “the Company”) is pleased to announce that its ATM
network has delivered another record quarter of revenue, the 11th in a row, a result that was well above
previous projections.
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Todd Zani, Stargroup’s CEO and Executive Chairman, said: “Our total revenue for the quarter was up
51% on the prior quarter and our ATM revenue was up 35% on the prior quarter, in what was another
excellent result for the Group. It was in fact 13% above our previous estimates to market.
“When you couple this with the fact that our transactions on our ATM network were up 2% on the
previous quarter and our average number of transactions per machine per month, which is our key
metric, was also up a further 3%, this if further proof that cash is still king to most Australians.
“We are still projecting further revenue increases next quarter based on our contracted sales and as a
result, we are conservatively estimating that next quarter will see a 3% increase in group revenues, as
highlighted below.”

Stargroup’s monthly transactions per ATM continue to be arguably the industry best, with the average
for the last quarter being 630 transactions a month per machine (June quarter: 614).
“We are continuing to increase our key ATM metric and we are easily paying back our capital from each
ATM within 15 months from purchase,” Mr Zani said.
“We also saw our EFTPOS revenues increase by 93% in the last quarter and are looking forward to the
certification of our new EFTPOS hardware and software in 2017 as part of the customization and
certification of the recent announced technologies we are working on with West International AB.
“Our business has grown considerably in the last 12 months and our annualized revenues in the last
quarter were a 151% improvement on the prior year result. Our recently announced annual results
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showed that revenue from operations were up 521% on the prior year and we are projecting a further
300% growth in the 2017 financial year, as highlighted below.

“The 2016 financial year has truly been transformational for Stargroup and the future looks excellent.
We have clearly laid out our strategy to become a leading financial technology player in the Australian
market. The completion of the Indue acquisition, anticipated in December, is only going to add further
value for shareholders in 2017 and beyond.”.
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About Stargroup
Financial technology company Stargroup Limited is the only ASX listed company deploying ATM
machines in Australia and importantly, the only listed ATM company having a direct ownership interest
in the manufacturer of its ATM technologies, namely NeoICP, a south Korean private company.
Stargroup Limited became the exclusive distributor of the cashPod ATM range including the recycler
ATM, back office and payment technologies in Australia for the next 5 years on 7 August 2015.
Stargroup Limited, via its wholly owned subsidiaries, StarPOS and StarApps, is also an EFTPOS and
payWave technologies provider and developer of the source code in its terminals via its 5 year
distribution agreement with West International AB, a Swedish NASDAQ listed company, to distribute
next generation EFTPOS payment terminals and solutions in Australian and New Zealand.
About NeoICP
Stargroup Limited owns 11.28% of NeoICP Korea Inc, a South Korean private company that provides
integrated and innovative self-service solutions to the banking and retail market.
NeoICP has brought together a combination of innovation, expertise and quality service to become a
global leader in the ATM manufacturing industry and a technology leader in cash management and
cash handling solutions.
As at 30 June 2016, NeoICP had $17.3 million in net assets and it posted record results in 2016 year of
$25.4 million and EBITDA of $2.3 million.

